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Introduction / Disclaimer / Context  
 
The bi-annual Plastik Festival of Artists’ Moving Image took place in Dublin in March, 
centred around the Irish Film Institute and Temple Bar Gallery + Studios.   
 
I am an individual that took very little interest in anything other than slightly left of centre 
mainstream cinema up to my late 30s and didn’t pick up a video camera until I was 40.   
My introduction to experimental film and all its forms came through the early editions of the 
Alchemy Film and Moving Image Festival from 2010. My interest developed through my 
own research, attending further editions of Alchemy plus their funded training and master 
classes, attending other festivals (primarily Berwick Film & Media Art and Edinburgh 
Artists' Moving Image Festival) and exploring the LUX collection online. My own practice 
has been greatly enhanced by my active participation with the Moving Image Makers 
Collective based here in the Scottish Borders and I have been fortunate to have had work 
shown at a handful of festivals and events over the last three or four years including 
Alchemy and as of April 2017 Experiments in Cinema in New Mexico.    
 
My appetite for discovering new artists and works is insatiable and I actively seek out 
opportunities to view work in any setting and discuss this with people more informed than I 
am. The appeal of Plastik was exactly this, three days of screenings, talks and 
performances, with programmes devised specifically for the festival by a mix of artists and 
curators. An opportunity to be introduced to unexplored artists, ideas, concepts and 
perhaps the chance to meet some like-minded people and enjoy a beer or two.  
 
Many of the artists or significant works shown or discussed over the weekend may  be well 
known to many of you, whereas my own knowledge of their contribution, legacy, influence, 
history or ideas is still developing. There’s a strong chance that my interpretation of the 
work collectively viewed will be at odds with the rest of the audience, as I don’t have the 
experienced eye of one who has studied film at any level. My response will be heartfelt 
and honest and perhaps this is what counts.  
 
Friday.  
 
The opening screening in The Irish Film Institute’s beautifully appointed Cinema 1 is Abyss 
Film,curated by LUX Associate Artists Programme graduate James Richards and offered 
five found footage works. This includes Bruce Conner’s Take the 5:10 to Dreamland 
(1977) which is a fitting work to help me recover from the recent trauma of navigating my 
way to the cinema through the hundreds of Welsh football fans congregating in the Temple 
Bar area. It’s a joy to see something from Bruce Conner projected within such a grand 
space, I love his work and use of education footage etc. This is followed by the first of 
three talks and discussions held in the Temple Bar Gallery + Studio, just round the corner 
from the IFI. Here LUX Director Benjamin Cook leads a discussion on the work of Ian 
White, reading from Ian White writings Here is Information. Mobilise, recently published by 
LUX . 
 
 



Saturday.   
 
The Saturday lunch-time screening A Flight From Reason by artist Yuri Pattison brings 
together seven works from the LUX archive including two from Bureau of Inverse 
Technology.  In a pre-drone / GoPro era, B.I.T Plane (1999) sees a spy plane take a below 
the radar sortie over the no fly zone of Silicon Valley ‘in a search for artificial intelligence.’   
It’s a dark piece, but not without humour where the landscape and the tech giants that 
inhabit it come under equal scrutiny. B.I.T’s Suicide Box (1996) is similarly bleak and 
reports on a B.I.T designed motion activated video camera that will capture footage of 
anything that falls from the Golden Gate bridge. The Suicide Box (patent pending) will 
collect accurate data of the number of people who jump from the bridge. Video images 
from dummy tests are enhanced by the relentless and gnawing audio soundtrack 
comprising of distorted radio signals and interference. The authenticity of both works is 
delightfully ambiguous, part of me understands that Bureau of Inverse Technology are an 
art collective but I’m willing to accept evidence to the contrary and if they are in fact ‘an 
information agency servicing the Information Age’ perhaps I will ask to join them.  
 
The idea of discussing potential curatorial outcomes of Plastik at roughly the half way mark 
of the festival is an interesting one. In this panel discussion chaired by Nicole Yip from 
LUX Scotland guest speakers, Sasha Litvintseva, Yuri Pattison and Mark Toscano talk 
about their own curatorial approaches and practices. Having recently curated a screening 
in a church hall I was interested the idea of responding to a space and the thoughts 
around programming work in response to the size of a cinema. Our collective have been 
known to make a cinema out of any number of spaces so this may inform some of my 
decision making in the future.   
 
Part of the appeal of Plastik was the prospect of attending screenings curated by a number 
of people and to experience the theory of the earlier talk in practice.This can mean that 
some work presented is simply not going to be your taste. Much of Sasha Litvintseva’s 
Vertical Landscapes screening leaves me cold and un-involved. However Sirah Foighel 
Brutmann & Eitan Efrat's  Nude Descending a Staircase (2015) is a beautifully well 
considered work that explores the Walter Benjamin memorial in Portbou Spain and within 
that the idea of collective memory through shared experience.  
 
Sunday. 
 
The work that continued to intrigue me and has stayed with me was Sticky Encounter 
(2016) from Saoirse Wall. This is the first work shown in the Plastik Award 2017 screening 
that brought together five Irish artists engaging with the moving image. After many 
moments of a single shot with a office chair on a stage in front of salmon pink curtains a 
woman in a blue dress sits and looks directly at the camera. ‘I am here as I am 
experiencing pain’ she says and audience becomes doctor in an awkward and one sided 
discussion. The woman continues to talk, but not liking what is being silently told in return, 
she wheels her chair closer and closer until we lose focus and as the name of the work 
suggests, it reaches a sticky conclusion. Also intriguing in a more delicate way is Mirage 
(2015) from Atoosa Pour Hosseini, shot on 8mm in Iran and produced by the Experimental 
Film Society. It’s a multilayered work that celebrates the beauty in flawed and damaged 
film as well as that of the Iranian desert landscape. Saoirse Wall and Atoosa Pour 
Hosseini are two artists I am eager to see more of.  
 
In her forward to the festival Maeve Connolly (Co-director, MA in Art & Research 
Collaboration, Institute of Art, Design + Technology (IADT) said they are ‘fuelled, in part, 



by the intense desire to share works of sound and image that might otherwise be 
encountered only in compromised, fragmented or unauthorised forms.’ This is certainly 
relevant in the Sunday afternoon screening of James Kienitz Wilkins’ Andre Trilogy.  
Comprising of Special Features (2014), TESTER (2015) and B-Roll with Andre (2015) the 
artist reflects the timeframe of each section by using a range of film format from BetaSP, to 
MiniDV, to HS and slowly the significance of Andre and what he means to each of us is 
revealed. Brooklyn based artist Wilkins is here in Dublin and discusses his use of obsolete 
formats, prompting honest performances from his actors and his approach to utilising 
found footage in his own work.  
 
In her talk The Moving Image as Limited Edition writer and critic Erika Balsom takes us 
back the 1930s for an early example of when someone first thought to sell films from 
artists to collectors as limited editions.  At this point Jullien Levy believed that 16mm prints 
of films from Dali or Duchamp should draw the same cash value as a painted work on 
canvas. I’m drawn to the idea, however in her talk Balsom also noted that there is no 
evidence to suggest that he was successful in this venture. She also made reference to a 
similar effort by Stan Brakhage who pursued the idea of selling reduced 8mm editions of 
his works. There are some engaging discussion on the various models that Balsom offers 
and from that questions about access, quality of prints or digital versions of works, and the 
bizarre contracts that may accompany an acquisition i.e. rights, specifications, the colour 
of the floor in the space the work is shown. Reference is also make to a paper from Larry 
Jordan called Survival in the Independent—Non-Commercial—Avant- Garde—
Experimental—Personal—Expressionistic Film Market of 1979 where again, decades after 
Levy pitched the concept of ‘Moving Image as Limited Edition’ another artist suggests that 
certain practices of the art world can be applied to film, and prints should be offered to 
collectors, for a price. Balsom draws on research from her forthcoming publication After 
Uniqueness - A History of Film and Video Art in Circulation, her article Original Copies: 
How Film and Video Became Art Objects seems to be freely available to download.   
 
At this stage I’m required to make a move to the airport for the last flight back to Scotland.  
I miss the chance to see Bruce Connor’s Crossroads (1976) and a really interesting 
programme entitled Is It About A Bicycle curated by Mark Toscano.  
 
With seven screenings, three talks and one performance that I don’t feel qualified to review  
right now The Plastik Festival of Artists’ Moving Image packs a lot into a weekend. The IFI 
is an excellent venue as is the nearby Temple Bar Gallery + Studios. The festival team 
had engaged a list of guest curators where there was a broad range of work on show. I’m 
currently seeking permission to screen some of the work I enjoyed there at one of our 
Moving Image Makers Collective monthly meetings in Hawick. I have a list of artists, 
programmers and people involved in various other interesting projects that I’ll be keeping 
in touch with.  


